בס״ד
Parshas Vayera, November 3 -November 7, 2014

Gan Aliya Newsletter
Dear Parents,

Thank you Hashem for
an amazing week at Gan
Aliya. Baruch Hashem, each
week is filled with so many
learning opportunities. The
children are experiencing,
progressing, and absorbing
so many lessons at every step
of the learning process!

Parshas Vayera

Mazel Tov to the Feinbergs

Mazel Tov to Emuna and Temima on the birth of their
little baby sister, Margalit Rachel! We are all so excited for
you and your family. May Mr. and Mrs. Feinberg have much
nachas, brocha and happiness from their beautiful family!

The whole class
dances to celebrate the Temima is raised
on a chair!
Feinberg’s new baby

On Monday morning the children came to Gan Aliya so
eager to hear and learn about the new parsha! We learned
about the mitzvah of hachnosas orchim (inviting guests). We
prepared a special tray in our
classroom that can be used
to serve guest who come by
to visit. We too can emulate
the middos of Avraham Avinu and greet and treat our
Last week we learned about
guest properly. We were so
Avraham
Avinu and his nephexcited to invite the Shaew,
Lot.
Avraham
was careful
lom Yeladim students to our
to
muzzle
his
cattle
to prevent
class for Shabbos Party this Morah Temmy teaches everythem
from
grazing
on
other’s
week. We will do our best,
one about Avraham’s tent,
fields
like Avraham Avinu to make which had four doors in order
them feel happy and comto welcome guests coming
fortable in comfortable in our
from every direction
classroom.

The children practice
opening all four doors of
Avraham’s tent

Emuna and Temima serve
a platter to their Zeide who
came to visit

We practiced the new
mitzvah of hachnasat orchim
(welcoming guests) by serving
this tray to visitors
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Middos

(Character Development)
This week was Rochel Imeinu’s
Yahrzeit (commemoration of her passing). We briefly told the story of “Mamme
Rochel” and discussed the special mitzvah of vatranus, voluntarily giving in and
giving up (even when we have the right
not to do so)! Mamme Rochel taught us
how to be a true “mevater” (a person who
gives in/up). We have many opportunities
throughout our day at Gan Aliya, on the
bus, or at home where we can implement
this special midda of vatranus. We too
can be like Rochel Imeinu and be mevater
to our friends, neighbors, and siblings.
The children loved the puppet shows
that taught them how we can use this special midda daily: when the children are
sitting and coloring, the one who obtains
the pencils first can learn to share them
with others; when they are playing with
the two trains that we have, they can learn
to share that work too. The children told
their own stories of vatranus. They will be
given opportunities to act out these stories with their classmates.

Elisha
is putting on
Yehezkel’s
shoes

Jonah
is putting on
Charlie’s shoes

Morah Temmy does a puppet show for the
children to teach “vatranus”

GAN ALIYA
Niflaos Haboreh
(Wonders of the Creator)

We performed a leaf hunt outside and
made our very own leaf necklaces. We recognized the great chessed (kindness) of
Hashem in changing the colors of the beautiful foliage.

Temima
proudly
wears her
leaf-necklace

Morah Ayelet makes necklaces out of leaves with the
children
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In language the children are continuing to review lessons in Aleph Bais and ABC
letters. They are really enjoying all the phonemic awareness games, the new rhyming
works, and the object boxes.
To familiarize themselves with the shape of each letter using tactile sensation, the
children try to find matching Hebrew letters in the sand bucket.
We can draw, trace, and pierce our Osios (Hebrew letters) on paper and sand. The
Aleph Bais works are changing daily as we are progressing in this area.

Raquel plays Aleph
Bais hopscotch

Gemma plays “I spy” with
the letter d

Shimmy writes out a vav
with pins

Emuna starts her first
book
The goal of this new
work is for the children to
replicate the picture of the
“beis” with legos

Nina matches up the
letters of the Aleph Bais to
our yellow mat

Language
Shimmy
wrote
the letter b
in sand
all by himself
DJ, Shimmy and Raquel
work on a puzzle together

Temima starts to write
out a Mazal Tov sign for her
mom, who just had a baby
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Sensorial

Jonah singlehandedly
creates a masterpiece

Emuna paints a cupcake
and a heart

This week we introduced the red and blue
sound cylinders to some
of the children. We have
to listen very carefully in
order to distinguish the
different sounds and find
the matching pair.
Temima paints a heart
and a river underneath it

Art

Each of the six sound cylinder
contains a different granular material that makes a different pitch
and volume of sound when shaken. The contents of the cylinders
in one box precisely match those
of the other boxes to facilitate
sound matching works.

Practical Life
In practical life we are becoming experts
at our pouring and transferring works. The
children are enjoying the new whisking work
and love cleaning up after themselves when
they are done.
Nina takes care of our class
plant

Jonah takes care of our
other plant, cleaning each
individual leaf

Elisha constructs a train

Nina squeezes drops
into the little duck
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M A T H E M A T I C S
In mathematics, the children are really
gaining an awareness of what numbers
represent by counting different objects and
matching those up with the numbers.

Gemma learns number shapes by matching
plastic numbers to the numbers displayed on
the foam mats and by placing the correct
number of bottle caps on each number

Nina puts pegs into foam mats
while counting them

DJ counts ducks with his
grandmother

Yoseph is working on putting the right number of
coins on each mat
The children had a very
special week! They are all
growing and learning so
much about themselves and
their friends around them.
They are gaining real life
lessons on how to love and
care for one another. It is
amazing to watch them grow
and progress in this area.
May you enjoy a rejuvenating and uplifting Shabbos filled with kedusha and
menucha!

Physical education

The exercise teacher
came to school this week
to do sports with the kids

Love,
Morah Temmy, Morah Anne,
Morah Elisheva and
Morah Ayelet
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